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Introduction
Considerable effort is spent on large-scale neural models
of brain behavior. These models are often very different
and may simulate phenomena as varied as vision atten-
tion, working memory, etc. From a mathematical point of
view they are usually very similar: mostly they are systems
of coupled Wilson-Cowan equations, or Fokker-Planck-
like equations when population density techniques
(PDTs) are considered. The MIIND framework [1] allows
the simulation of network processes in terms of Algo-
rithms. The task of setting up the simulation of a large-
scale network becomes trivial: one only has to specify the
nodes in the network and their connections and to endow
the nodes with the appropriate Algorithm. Since Wilson-
Cowan algorithms and PDTs are provided with MIIND, a
large number of models described in the literature can be
easily replicated. Novel simulations can be configured
very quickly because of MIIND's Python interface. A novel
simulation of neural dynamics (e.g. a new simulator) only
needs to be defined at the node level: as soon as it is pro-
vided with an Algorithm interface, large networks can be
created on the fly.
Background
MIIND provides algorithms to simulate Wilson-Cowan
dynamics, PDTs as described by Knight [2] and coworkers
and by many others. In particular the algorithms provided
for leaky-integrate-and-fire (LIF) neurons (which are
closely related to Fokker-Planck equations describing the
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process) are probably the most effi-
cient that are currently around [3,4] and one of the few
which are available as Open Source code. Also some neu-
ronal gain functions are available, which together with
Wilson-Cowan dynamics can replicate neural population
behaviour in considerable detail [5]. MIIND is imple-
mented as a C++ framework with a SWIG-generated
Python interface, which keeps the computationally most
demanding algorithms efficient. It relies on the ROOT [6]
for data storage and visualization.
Discussion
We will present several examples of novel cognitive mod-
els [7] and replications of published models (e.g. [8]).
Most important issues in the current development of
MIIND are the parallelization of the central simulation
loop and the further development and implementation
PDTs that go beyond LIF neurons and are able to deal with
synaptic kinetics and spike-rate adaptation. MIIND now
provides an interface to NEST [9], so that large-scale net-
work models can be created which include Monte Carlo
simulations. Algorithms can be exchanged in run time so
that different simulations of neuronal dynamics can be
directly compared within the same network model. It is
also possible to create heterogeneous networks having dif-
ferent parts of the network are simulated by different sim-
ulators.
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